Attachments Are Not Set in Stone, by Robina Courtin
Attachment is such a simple word, but it's multi-faceted. At the most
fundamental level it's that feeling of neediness deep inside us; that belief
that somehow I am not enough, I don't have enough, and no matter what
I do or what I get, it's never enough. Then, of course, because we're so
convinced it's true, we hanker after someone out there, and when we
find the one who triggers our good feelings, we attach ourselves to
getting them, convinced they're the one who will fulfill our needs and
make us truly happy and content. We assume they're our possession,
and almost an extension of who we are.
This attachment is the source of all our other unhappy emotions.
Because it's desperate to get what it wants, the minute it doesn't - the
moment he doesn't ring, or comes home late, or looks at someone else panic arises and immediately turns to anger and then jealousy or
low-self esteem, or whatever our old habits are. In fact, anger is the
response when attachment doesn't get what it wants. All these
assumptions are ingrained so deeply within us, and we believe these
stories so totally, it seems ridiculous to even question them. But we need
to. And the only way we can do that is by knowing our own minds and
feelings: in other words, we need to learn how to be our own therapists.
The fact is attachment, anger, jealousy and any other painful emotion
are not set in stone; they're old habits, and we know we can change
those. The first step is to be confident that by
knowing our own minds well we can learn to distinguish the various
emotions inside us and gradually learn to change them. The first
challenge involves truly believing you can accomplish this. And that
alone is huge - without it, we're stuck.
The next stage is to step back from all the endless chatter in our heads.
A really simple way to do that - it's so basic it's boring! - is for just a few
minutes every morning, before we start our day, to sit down and focus on
something. The breath is a good start. It's nothing special; there's no
trick to it; it's not mystical. It's a practical psychological technique. With
determination you can decide to pay attention to the breath - the
sensation at your nostrils as you breathe in and out. The moment your
mind wanders, bring your focus back to the breath. The goal is not to
make the thoughts go away; but to not get involved in them, and learn to
let them come and go.
The long-term result of a technique like this is a super-focused mind,
and that'll take time. But the almost immediate benefit will be that, as we
attempt to step back from all the stories in our head, we will begin to be
objective about them and slowly start to unravel, deconstruct, and
eventually change them. It's said one of the signs of success is thinking

were getting worse! But were not. Were starting to hear the stories more
clearly, and it's then that we can begin to change them.
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